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Doctor Who And The Zarbi
Directed by Richard Martin. With William Hartnell, William Russell, Jacqueline Hill, Maureen O'Brien. The Doctor, Ian and Vicki are captured by the Zarbi while Barbara meets up with the butterfly-like Menoptera who are trying to reclaim the planet.
"Doctor Who" The Zarbi (TV Episode 1965) - IMDb
The Menoptera, who once ruled the world of Vortis, have been driven off when the previously docile Zarbi mysteriously become both organised and aggressive. At the time when the Menoptera are re-invading, the TARDIS arrives and the Doctor, Ian, Barbara and Vicki find themselves split up and under threat from the various sides in the conflict.
DOCTOR WHO AND THE ZARBI: Strutton, Bill: 9781785940354 ...
The second of three original novelization from the 60s (this one also originally illustrated), The Zarbi is a great story that couldn’t really be taken too seriously as a TV serial today. Mostly due to silly costumes and special effects. But, in its novel form, it’s a great classic Doctor Who story.
Doctor Who and the Zarbi by Bill Strutton - Goodreads
The First Doctor, John and Gillian arrived and, investigating, discovered that the flying Zarbi were actually Zarbi-shaped vehicles piloted by Skirkons, who had come to Vortis for its supplies of Galvinium X, and had enslaved the real Zarbi to oversee their Menopteran slaves. The Doctor and his grandchildren freed the Menoptera and defeated the Skirkons, who died when their base was destroyed.
Zarbi | Tardis | Fandom
Doctor Who and the Zarbi was the second Doctor Who novelisation ever published. It was based on the 1965 television serial The Web Planet . This was the first Doctor Who novelisation to be written by the original teleplay writer.
Doctor Who and the Zarbi (novelisation) | Tardis | Fandom
Amazon.com: Doctor Who and the Zarbi (Audible Audio Edition): David Whittaker, William Russell, BBC Worldwide Ltd: Audible Audiobooks
Amazon.com: Doctor Who and the Zarbi (Audible Audio ...
Doctor Who s02ep17 - The Web Planet (2) - The Zarbi
The Web Planet (2) - The Zarbi - video dailymotion
The Lair of Zarbi Supremo was a fifteen-page prose story published by World Distributors in September 1965. It was the first short story to be published in the Doctor Who Annual 1966. The enemy of the story was the Zarbi Supremo. Dr Who finds himself back on Vortis and must rescue groups of humans and Menoptera from an intelligent Zarbi power.
The Lair of Zarbi Supremo (short story) | Tardis | Fandom
It was written by Bill Strutton under the title Doctor Who and the Zarbi on 16 September 1965. In 1973 Target Books acquired the rights to the novelisation and reprinted it as one of the first in their long-running series of Doctor Who novelisations, although when the imprint began numbering the books in the series, The Zarbi was listed as Number 73 in the series.
The Web Planet - Wikipedia
On the planet Vortis, the Doctor, Ian, Barbara and Vicki are swept up in the struggles of the butterfly -like Menoptera, the original denizens of Vortis who were forced to flee the planet for the moon Pictos to escape the encroaching web of the Animus and its mind-controlled minions, the ant -like Zarbi, and their living weapons, the larvae guns.
The Web Planet (TV story) | Tardis | Fandom
Doctor Who - The Zarbi (59) Broadcast date - 20 February 1965. Report. Browse more videos. Playing next. 27:42. Doctor Who (1963) S02 - Ep17 The Zarbi (2) HD Watch. Rickyperez. 23:16. Doctor Who 2x17 The Web Planet (2) The Zarbi. The Fresh Prince of Bel Air. 0:26 [PDF] Doctor Who and the Zarbi Popular Online.
Doctor Who: Season 2, Episode 17, The Zarbi - video ...
Most likely the alteration to ‘Doctor Who and the Zarbi’ reflects the efforts around the time to promote the Zarbi. The plot is a fairly basic one where the Doctor and his companions aid an enslaved population to rebel against an evil oppressing force.
Amazon.com: Doctor Who and the Zarbi eBook: Strutton, Bill ...
The Doctor, Ian and Vicki have been captured by the Zarbi and taken into a control centre. Their attempts to communicate with the creatures fail. A hood-like device descends from the ceiling and...
BBC - Doctor Who Classic Episode Guide - The Web Planet ...
Written by Bill Strutton Story 13 | Season 02 A mysterious force pulls the TARDIS off course, stranding the Doctor, Ian, Barbara and Vicki on the mysterious alien world of Vortis. A fierce battle is raging between the moth-like Menoptra, and giant insects known as Zarbi.
The Web Planet | Doctor Who | Doctor Who
The Doctor, John and Gillian arrived and, investigating, discovered that the flying Zarbi were actually Zarbi-shaped vehicles piloted by Skirkons, who had come to Vortis for its supplies of Galvinium X, and had enslaved the real Zarbi to oversee their Menopteran slaves.
The Zarbi | Dr Who Wiki | Fandom
The first three Doctor Who serials to be novelised were the 1960s serials The Daleks, The Web Planet, and The Crusade (published as Doctor Who in an Exciting Adventure with the Daleks, Doctor Who and the Zarbi, and Doctor Who and the Crusaders).
List of Doctor Who novelisations - Wikipedia
Most likely the alteration to ‘Doctor Who and the Zarbi’ reflects the efforts around the time to promote the Zarbi. The plot is a fairly basic one where the Doctor and his companions aid an enslaved population to rebel against an evil oppressing force.
Doctor Who and the Zarbi: Strutton, Bill: Amazon.com.au: Books
Doctor Who and the Zarbi finds the TARDIS drawn to the eerie planet Vortis, on which the Doctor and his companions encounter a host of alien creatures, including the Menoptera, the Animus, and the Zarbi. ©2006 BBC Audiobooks Ltd (P)2006 BBC Audiobooks Ltd
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